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For a graph G, let r(G) be the minimum cardinality of a set of vertices meeting 
every edge; let P(G) be the maximum cardinality of a matching; and let y(G) be 
the maximum number of odd circuits of G which are pairwise edge-disjoint. 
Jeurissen [I] clsnjectured that o(G)- P(G) < y(G) for every graph G, but the 
graph of F$. 1 is a counterexample, having cr(G) = 18, p(G) = 16, and y(G) -z 1. 
Fig. 1. 
Checking that a(G) = 18 and p(G) = 16 is straightforward, and we prove onI> 
that r(G) = 1. Let F be the set of edges crossing one another at the cen’tre of the 
figure. G - F is bipartite; take a 2-colouring. The ends of every edge in F have 
the same colour, and so every odd circuit of G uses an odd number of edger in I-. 
Suppose that C1, Cz are edge- (and therefore vertex-)disjt,int odd circuits of (;. 
Regarded as plane curves, C1 and C, cross an even number of times; but they can 
only cross at the centre of the figure. a-l+ cross an (odd x odd = ) odd number of 
times there. This is a contradictioll. 
[l] M-1. Jeurissen, Covers, matchings. :;nd otld cycle of ;’ g;ip11. i~14~rc‘Ic hl;lt!T. 17 i I’,‘< 1 .‘i 1 ,‘t ‘! 
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